Seated Stands and Grandstands
Our lightweight seated pitch-side stands are a cost eﬀective, adaptable modular solution for your
sports ground.
Starting at 50 people we build in 4 or 6 rows as standard in our lightweight option, also oﬀering 2, 3
or 5 rows to fit your available space. Maximum rows which can be covered by the cantilever roof in
our lightweight option is 6. Higher numbers of rows can be incorporated in our heavy duty design.
The stands are delivered to site in piecemeal which uniquely means if we can walk to its position, we
can erect without the need for Hiab lorries across your pitch. A great advantage where access may
often be an issue.
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Advantages & Speciﬁcation
Fully flexible design in modular bays of 2.3 metres. Bays can be added to increase your capacity at a
later date. Stands can be also be dismantled and moved to a new position.
Modular galvanised erected structure ensuring longevity.
Tread rise and goings are to Green Guide recommendations at 340 x 760mm to give spectators
optimum line of sight wherever they are sitting in the stand.
We can bespoke build our stands to exactly fit your requirements, building in 2 or 3 rows where
space is restricted and optional extras including colours of seats and cladding, disabled areas,
staircases, fascia depth, gutters and seat numbering.
Plastic tip-up seats with 460mm centres are robust with galvanised framework ensuring longevity
and minimum maintenance. Seats are available in a range of colours to suit your environment or
branding.
Walkways are 1200mm wide to meet Green Guide recommendations.
Fully sheeted end balustrades with the option of clear closed-in ends for extra protection.
Disabled bays for wheelchairs can be added at ground level. Disabled bays include tip-up seats for
carers or non-wheelchair using spectators requiring disabled access.
Piecemeal delivery means we can deliver and erect with no risk of damage to your pitch or facilities
and no concerns regarding access, no matter how big the finished stand will be.
Cladding is a 0.7mm profile metal plastisol sheet in a corrosion resistant leather grain finish.

